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Dividend forecasts and dividend
payments of initial public
offerings – when zero means
zero and no comment most likely
also means zero
Bill Dimovskia and Robert Brooksb,*
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bDepartment of Econometrics and Business Statistics,
Monash University, PO Box 197, Caulﬁeld East, Victoria, 3145, Australia
Managers often try to forecast dividends because as Brown et al.
(2002) suggest, dividends have cash ﬂow implications for investors and
are important signalling devices. This study analyses the dividend forecasts
in the prospectuses of initial public oﬀerings (IPOs) in Australia over the
period 1994 to 1999. While many companies forecast dividends, many
make no dividend forecast at all and some forecast no (or zero) dividends
for the forthcoming year. This paper seeks to determine if no forecast at all
should present a diﬀerent signal to investors than a zero dividend forecast.
It is found that those that do not forecast a dividend, by and large, do not
pay a dividend. It is also found that those that forecast a zero dividend,
true to their forecast, pay no dividend.
I. Introduction
Investors generally invest in companies in the expec-
tation of receiving a dividend cash ﬂow and/or
an increase in the share price. These two possible
future cash ﬂows are theoretically then discounted
to arrive at a present value share price. While Kim
and Ritter (1999) point out that earnings forecasts
provide more accurate valuations of initial public
oﬀerings (IPOs), Brown et al. (2000) suggest that
dividend forecasts are more accurate than earnings
forecasts essentially because earnings are more
diﬃcult to forecast.
Directors of companies seeking to list often make
dividend forecasts in the prospectuses of those IPOs.
As Brown et al. (2000) suggest however, the impor-
tance of the forecast depends on how accurate and
credible it is. Often, directors of companies forecast
that no (or zero) dividends will be paid in the forth-
coming year. Often also, directors of companies make
no dividend forecast at all about the forthcoming
year. This study seeks to determine if no forecast at
all should present a diﬀerent signal to investors than
a zero dividend forecast.
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section II
brieﬂy summarizes the previous work on earnings,
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dividends and dividend forecasts. Section III dis-
cusses the data collection and reports the ﬁndings.
Section IV contains some concluding remarks.
II. Previous Work
This section brieﬂy identiﬁes some literature on earn-
ings forecasts because of the linkage between earnings
and dividends and then reviews the relationships
between earnings and dividends forecasts and the
valuation of existing shares and then earnings and
dividends forecasts and the pricing of IPOs. Some
early literature on earnings forecasts is found in
Dev and Webb (1972). Their two year 1968 and
1969 study of prospectuses in the United Kingdom
argued that managers intentionally publish conserva-
tive earnings forecasts.
An Australian study by Blair and Taylor (1989)
investigated 49 Main Board and 14 Second Board
IPOs and found that the earnings forecasts were inac-
curate but they could not statistically conﬁrm
whether the forecasts were conservative or optimistic.
Lee et al. (1995) examined 110 Australian industrial
IPOs and found around 70% of the earnings fore-
casts of these companies were optimistic, with the
mean (optimistic) error being equivalent to 19.8%
of the equity capital raised. Jelic et al. (1998), how-
ever, investigated 124 Malaysian IPOs and found that
the earnings forecast was under-predicted by around
one-third.
Another body of literature has focused on the role
of earnings forecasts on the pricing of new issues.
Keasey and McGuiness (1991) analyse the pricing
of new issues in the United Kingdom and suggest
that the post-issue prices of the shares were positively
related to the information content of the earnings
forecasts. Kim and Ritter (1999) also conﬁrm that
forecasted earnings help provide more accurate IPO
valuations.
Clarkson et al. (1991) analyse the inclusion of
earnings forecasts by directors in 112 Canadian IPO
prospectuses. They argue that earnings forecasts
provide relevant valuation information to investors.
How (1996) investigated 266 Australian industrial
IPOs over the period 1979 to 1990 to determine
whether ﬁrms that disclose their forecasts of earnings
and dividend have lower underpricing. She does not
ﬁnd a statistically signiﬁcant relationship between
these forecast disclosing ﬁrms and underpricing.
Brown et al. (2000) analyse 172 Australian IPO
prospectuses between 1984 and 1997. They ﬁnd that
the dividend forecasts are optimistically biased. They
also ﬁnd that the level of retained ownership and the
predictability of earnings help to explain the accuracy
of the dividend forecasts.
III. Data and Findings
The sample consists of Australian IPOs that issued
prospectuses from January 1994 to December 1999
and subsequently listed on the Australian Stock
Exchange and either forecast a zero dividend for
the forthcoming year or made no dividend forecast
at all. Property and equity trust IPOs were excluded
because their rental or dividend income was expected
to be wholly distributed to the unit holders to
avoid unnecessary punitive income tax assessments.
Convertible preference share or debt issues were also
excluded. The ﬁnal sample netted 119 Australian
industrial and 91 resource IPOs. The Resource
classiﬁcation is derived from the ASX industry
codes 1 to 4 and the Industrial classiﬁcation is for
industries 5 to 24. The prospectus data was collected
from the Connect 4 Company Prospectuses database.
The Australian Dividend Handbooks from 1994 to
2001 were then consulted to determine the dividend
payments, if any, for these 210 companies.
Table 1 reports the various characteristics of the
No forecast/Zero dividend forecast IPOs. Of the
91 Resource companies, 28 forecast a zero dividend
for the forthcoming year while 63 made no forecast.
The subsequent result in both groups was that no,
or zero dividend was paid in the forthcoming year.
Of the 119 Industrials, 65 forecast zero dividend for
the forthcoming year and 54 made no forecast at all.
The subsequent result was that 65 who forecasted
zero, paid zero and of the 54 that made no forecast,
52 paid no dividend in the forthcoming year.
Of the two companies that made no forecast of
dividends, but still paid dividends, one was an equity
investor and although not a trust, operated very
much like a trust. The company appointed an invest-
ment manager to whom it paid a fee of 1% of the
assets under management. Its investment philosophy
was to invest in predominantly high earnings growth
ASX listed industrial companies and interest bearing
investments. Its initial investments were to be the top
200 companies and while no direct dividend forecast
is made in the prospectus, the directors record in the
prospectus that ‘The Company will pay dividends
from the proﬁt, dividend and interest income it
receives from its investments to the extent permitted
by law and prudent business practices. Dividends will
be franked to the extent that available imputation
credits permit’. This entity could reasonably be
considered an outlier. The second entity actually
paid a 1 cent dividend for its 20 cent issue price
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per share. This payment could not have been much
smaller but nevertheless it is a payment.
Table 1 also reports some brief industry descriptive
results. The 63 Resource companies that made no
forecast of dividends raised only $413.7 million of
equity capital while the 28 that forecast a zero divi-
dend raised $1501.5 million. From an IPO investors
viewpoint, the simple average underpricing returns
appear to be lower for the 28 zero forecasters than
for the 63 no forecasters but the average issue price
and size (gross proceeds) are lower. The 54 Industrial
companies that made no forecast of dividends raised
only $525.7 million of equity capital while the 65
that forecast a zero dividend raised $2468.0 million.
The simple average underpricing returns appear to
be higher for the 65 zero forecasters than for the 54
no forecasters but the average issue price and size
(gross proceeds) are higher.
IV. Conclusion
This study set out to explore whether zero dividend
forecasting ﬁrms actually pay zero dividends within
the forthcoming full year. It also set out to explore
whether companies that did not make a forecast
of dividends for the forthcoming year paid any
dividends at all.
Zero dividend forecasting ﬁrms, true to their word,
paid no dividends. This was the case for both
resource and industrial entities. In the sample over
the period 1994 to 1999 it is also found that those
63 resource companies that did not forecast dividends
for the forthcoming year also did not pay dividends.
Of the 54 industrial companies that did not forecast
dividends, it is found that 52 did not pay dividends
in the forthcoming full year but it is argued that
one of the two that paid dividends could have been
excluded from the sample because of its complexion
as an investment company.
It appears the dividend signal from zero dividend
forecasting ﬁrms should be read by investors that
a zero dividend is highly probable. Similarly, when
no forecast of dividends is made, it is also most likely
that a zero dividend is forthcoming for the following
year.
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Table 1. Industry characteristics of Australian IPOs not forecasting or forecasting zero dividends
Classiﬁcation/
ASX code
Average
Paying
IPOs dividends
Not paying
dividends
Total equity
raised
$millions/%
% Return
available
to investors
Gross
proceeds
issue
$millions
Average
price $
Overall 1994–99 210 2 208
No forecast 117 2 115
Zero forecast 93 0 93
Resources 91 0 91 Mean 21.6% 24.7 0.396
No forecast 63 0 63 413.74 Mean 24.8% 6.6 0.299
Zero forecast 28 0 28 1501.51 Mean 16.8% 38.0 0.477
Industrials 119 2 117 Mean 27.0% 84.2 0.978
No forecast 54 2 52 525.7 Mean 35.4% 9.7 0.576
Zero forecast 65 0 65 2468.0 Mean 39.0% 53.6 0.862
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